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Icosahedral boron-rich solids exhibit outstanding mechanical properties, but the crystal structure of this prominent class of materials has long remained enigmatic. Here, we report on a surprising discovery of an unprecedented twinning induced structural stabilization that creates highly twinned crystal structures that are stabler than the prevailing single crystal structure comprising complex multi-atom structural units. This phenomenon is showcased via a symmetry guided optimization process that produces a series of increasingly twinned B4C structures with progressively lower energy below that of the single crystal, and this behavior also occurs in multiple other boron-rich solids. These findings unveil a distinct paradigm of defect (twinning) induced structural stabilizing mechanism that reduces energy via release of native strains built in the complex structural units of the single crystal, creating an exceptional category of materials that comprise multiple domains of intrinsic dense twinning in the crystal structures.

A fundamental problem in condensed matter physics is how to determine stable crystal structure and elucidate the influence on structural stability by defects that are ubiquitously present, by nature or by design, in all materials. It is generally accepted that the stable structure of a crystal hosts a periodic bonding pattern satisfying one of 230 space group symmetries and that defects such as vacancies, dislocations or grain boundaries break bonding symmetries and raise crystal energy. This long established paradigm is rooted in considerations of chemical bonding and crystal symmetry, and is broadly adopted as the basis for constructing structural prototypes and evaluating structure-property relations. Exceptions, however, may arise in materials comprising multi-atom structural units with complex intra-unit and inter-unit bonding connection patterns that create intrinsic strains in the single crystal, thereby opening a path for defect mediated bonding adjustment to release the native strains and stabilize the structure. To demonstrate this scenario, we showcase a distinct group of boron-rich compounds for a systematic exploration and an in-depth elucidation.

The light-element boron-rich compounds BnX (X=C, N, O, etc.) possess low density and high strength which are favorable for wide applications. The constituent atoms in these compounds have similar electronegativity values that facilitate formation of B-X covalent bonds, and multi-center boron bonds promote diverse bonding patterns, generating structural units containing a large number of atoms, which greatly increases the difficulty for crystal structure determination. Meanwhile, close atomic radii of the X and B atoms make it hard for experimental distinction of atomic occupation sites, hindering accurate structural characterization. Early studies introduced the rhombohedral prototype structure containing icosahedral cages, which has been adopted for a large family of compounds, such as B4C, B13C2, α-B, and B6X (X=N, O, Si, P, S). Later experimental and computational advances further identified that the stable structure of B4C comprises B11C6(CBC) icosahedral units with carbon atom substituting for boron on the polar site (Cp) instead of the equatorial site (Ce) of the B12 unit while the displaced boron atom joins the original three-atom carbon segment to form a CBC chain in the crystal structure. Employing various crystal structure search methods, several recent studies predicted nonrhombohedral structures of α-B, B4C, B6N, and B6O23–26.

Grain boundaries are a common type of structural defects, among which coherent twin boundaries (TBs) are most stable because the favorable lattice matching at the boundary minimizes the energy cost of forming the defective TBs relative to the single crystal. Crystal twinning further enriches structural diversity of boron-rich complex covalent bonding solids. Synthesized boron-rich solids are often densely twinned, and first-principles calculations show that twinning raises the system energy but may also strengthen the resulting crystal structure. In this work, we report on an intriguing crystal twinning induced structural stabilization mechanism that optimizes the relation of local bonding symmetry and global stacking symmetry in a broad class of icosahedral boron-rich solids, which host complex multi-atom cages and chains as the basic structural building units. Remarkably, a symmetry guided optimization procedure produces twinning structures with energies that are below that of the established single crystal and become progressively lower with rising defect (twinning) density. This behavior runs counter to the common wisdom that structural defects would raise the crystal energy.
Such unusual behaviors stem from a twinning-mediated release of native strains inherent in the complex bonding network, and this phenomenon is widely present in a variety of icosahedral boron-rich solids, such as B$_4$C, B$_3$O, B$_3$N, and B$_3$CN, that are conducive to hosting multiple energetically close densely twinned crystalline domains. We further identified a broader variety of twinned boron-rich crystals that exhibit energies only slightly above that of the single crystal. These findings showcase a robust twinning-induced crystal stabilization mechanism among a prominent class of complex covalent bonding crystals, creating a new paradigm that enriches fundamental structure-stability relations for defects in crystalline solids.

**Results**

**Principles and procedures in constructing twinned structure.** Here, we construct and evaluate TBs in a variety of boron-rich solids, focusing on the effect of bonding symmetry on the total energy. The procedure for constructing twinning structures is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the exemplary case of B$_4$C. The first step is to identify a suitable twin plane (TP) among various crystal orientations and cut a slab from the single crystal (Fig. 1a). A TB is then formed by joining a pair of matrix and twin parts that are in mutual mirror symmetry at a specific TP with adjustable slab thickness (Fig. 1b). Icosahedral boron-rich compounds contain complex, non-atom structural units, such as cages and chains, and different TP choices even within the same Miller index may lead to distinct TBs. To obtain optimal TP, it is imperative to find good bonding connections between the matrix and twin part via crystal matching operations, such as translational and rotational adjustments, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Moreover, positional variations of the structural units with different bonding patterns (Fig. 1d) may also notably impact structural stability. Since the TB dictated mirror symmetry alters the atomic positions and crystal orientations of the structural units from those of the single crystal, compatibility of the local structural-unit bonding symmetry with global TB stacking symmetry plays a crucial role in minimizing the twinning energy.

Following the procedure outlined above, we have constructed and examined a series of twinned B$_4$C crystals based on the prevailing single-crystal structure $R$-$B_{11}C_p$(CBC). We find that bonding alignment at TP has a major impact on the relative stability of the resulting twinning structure. The twinned crystals with (111) and (101) oriented TPs (Supplementary Fig. 1) require substantial bonding adjustments across the TPs as outlined in Fig. 1c, d, including new bonding connections to avoid the energetically unfavorable intra-cage C-C bonds. Meanwhile, for the (010) oriented TP, TBs can be formed via orientational adjustments of the CBC chains and icosahedral cages to satisfy the mirror symmetry without the need to change any bonding connections inherited from the original single crystal. This preservation of bonding connectivity makes the (010)-twinned B$_4$C energetically favorable.

**Structural stability of twinned B$_4$C crystals.** Twinned crystals possess the characteristic symmetry with the lattice sites on the two sides of TPs forming mutual mirror images; but for multi-component materials, occupation of the lattice sites by different atomic species can lead to bonding configurations that do not strictly obey the mirror symmetry. In the case of B$_4$C, a (010) oriented twin model, referred to as Twin $A_{010}$ hereafter (Fig. 2a-c) was previously proposed. In this structure, the lattice sites obey the TP mirror symmetry before the structural relaxation caused by atomic (carbon) substitution in the otherwise all-boron B$_{12}$ icosahedral cage; however, the energetically dictated incorporation of the
carbon atom generates distortion in the resulting B_{11}C_{208} cage and breaks the structural symmetry at the atomic bonding level. As a result, the bonding pattern in the twinned crystal becomes asymmetric about the TP (quantitative details are shown below); consequently, the resulting Twin A crystals no longer obey the mirror symmetry, thus violating the basic requirement for TBs. To remedy this problem, we have constructed two different (010) oriented twinned crystals by rotating the B_{11}C_{208} cage to align the carbon atoms on the cages inside TPs to satisfy the full mirror symmetry of the structure units relative to the TP at the atomic bonding level. The resulting twinned crystals, referred to as Twin S_{n} and Twin R_{n}, respectively, as also shown in Fig. 2a-c, exhibit detailed matching between the local (on-cage) bonding and TP mirror symmetry.

To assess the structure-stability relation of the low-energy twinned B_{2}C, we evaluate the energy variations with changing twinning density (Fig. 2d). Rising twinning density causes an obvious energy uptick in Twin A_{n} structures; meanwhile, Twin S_{n} series remain nearly degenerate with the single crystal even at the highest twinning density (n=1). Most remarkably, the energies of Twin R_{n} structures become progressively lower than the single crystal as twinning density increases. The sensitive microstructure dependent energy of twinned B_{2}C showcases two major channels of strain release for structural optimization. The first channel is associated with the alignment of the carbon atom on the icosahedral cage that maximizes the local bonding symmetry with respect to the TP, thus minimizing the strains inside the cages. Specifically, the rotation of the B_{11}C_{p} cage to align the carbon atoms on the TP optimizes the local bonding symmetry relative to the TP and lowers the energy via strain reduction inside the icosahedral cages, which is responsible for the significantly reduced energy of Twin S_{n} versus Twin A_{n}. The second channel is related to the more subtle long-range strains built in the single crystal, which is reduced by breaking the translational symmetry via alternating structural (cage) polarization marked by the position of the carbon atom on the B_{11}C_{p} cage, which further lowers the crystal energy of Twin R_{n}, and, surprisingly, brings the energy of the twinned B_{2}C crystal below that of the single crystal.

**Discussion**

**Bonding configurations of single and twinned B_{2}C crystals.** To elucidate the microstructure-energy relation, we make a comparative study of the bonding structures of Twin A_{1}, Twin S_{1} and Twin R_{1} in comparison with the single crystal R-B_{2}C. The results (Fig. 3) show that the single crystal hosts an inhomogeneous distribution of bond lengths throughout the structural units. The average bond lengths on the two halves of the icosahedral B_{11}C cage are notably different and so are the B-C bond lengths on the CBC chain, all of which indicate the presence of considerable native strains that cause bonding distortions in the crystal. Meanwhile, Twin A_{1} possesses nearly identical bond-length disparities, reflecting similar amount and extent of native strains in the crystal, but the average bond lengths on the cage is slightly longer, leading to the higher energy compared to the single crystal. With the rotational adjustment aligning the on-cage carbon atoms inside the TPs, Twin S_{1} hosts a more symmetric bonding arrangement relative to the TP, with identical average bond lengths on the two halves of each cage, but the results on cages in adjacent layers are different and the C-B bonds on the CBC chain also have different lengths, indicating reduced but residual strains in the crystal structure. Finally, after further adjusting the adjacent cages by alternating the alignments of the
or vortex-antivortex pairs in magnets.

Boron-rich solids. Calculated energies of the twinning structures measured relative to the respective single-crystal results versus slab thickness index n for indicated select boron-rich solids.

Structure and stability of several twinned boron-rich solids. To evaluate twinning stabilization of crystal structure as a broader phenomenon, we further examined a range of boron-rich solids and identified cases of twinning structures that are stabler than their respective prevailing single crystals (Fig. 4). A twinned B₁₃CN structure (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for a snapshot) is lower in energy than single crystal R-B₁₃CN by a rotation-inversion chain configuration at the TB that is effective in releasing the intrinsic strain energy built in the single crystal. Additional cases involve R-B₆N and R-B₆O (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for snapshots). Here, both N and O atoms have smaller atomic radii than B atom and the strong covalent B-N and B-O bonds tighten the distance between the neighboring cages, generating native strains in the single crystal. Twinning modifies the orientation of the B-N and B-O bonds to release the intrinsic strains, thereby lowering the energy to below the single-crystal values.

We also constructed twinning structures of B₁₃C₂, α-B, B₆P, and B₆S (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for structural snapshots), which exhibit slightly higher...
but competitive energies compared to their respective single crystals (Fig. 4). Several factors prevent deeper twinning induced energy reduction here. For \( \text{B}_{11} \), the BCB chains do not support the rotation-inversion mechanism seen in \( \text{B}_{13} \)-CN; meanwhile, \( \text{B}_6 \) and \( \text{B}_6 \) host large inter-cage distances due to the large atomic radii of P and S atoms and \( \alpha \)-B comprises multicenter bonding configurations, all of which do not promote twinning induced strain release. Nevertheless, the close energetic relations indicate that these boron-rich solids also favor multi-domain twinning structures that coexist with the single crystal phase.

In summary, we have developed a method for systematic construction and evaluation of stable twinning structures via selection of energetically favorable twin-boundary orientation and stacking pattern combined with optimization of bonding symmetry favorable twin-boundary orientation and stacking patterns in complex covalent crystals via selection of energetically construction and evaluation of stable twinning structures. This method has led to the surprising discovery of multi-atom structural units relative to the twin plane. This method has led to the surprising discovery of multi-atom structural units relative to the twin plane. There are, however, constraints imposed by symmetry and energy that guide the choice of the most proper TPs. For example, the (110) plane is a mirror-symmetry plane of single-crystal \( \text{B}_4 \) and thus cannot serve as a TP since the construction simply reproduces the original single crystal. On the other hand, the (111) plane can serve as a TP, but relative displacements are needed to match the matrix and twin part, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1a. Here, the TPs are the vertical bisectors of the CBC chains with the \( \text{B}_{11} \) cages located on both sides of the TPs. Further adjustments of carbon-atom positions are made to avoid the high-energy intra-cage \( \text{C}_2 \) atoms and inter-cage \( \text{C}_p-\text{C}_p \) bonds. Meanwhile, the (101) plane that goes through the center B atom on the CBC chain does not bisect the atomic chain, making it an improper TP choice; but the (101) plane that separates adjacent icosahedra and CBC chains can serve as a proper TP, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1b, where the equatorial-position planes or polar-position planes are not parallel to the TP. The structural adjustments relative to the single crystal introduced to achieve adequate bonding at the TP renders these twinned crystals to become less energetically favorable than the single crystal. The lowest energy twinned crystal is built with the TPs aligned in the (010) orientation as described in the main text of the paper. Here, the TPs traverse the \( \text{B}_{11} \) cages and divide them into equal halves without altering the CBC chains or breaking and rearranging bonds across the TPs, resulting in the most energetically favorable twinned \( \text{B}_4 \) crystal structure.

First-principles calculations. The first-principles total-energy calculations are carried out using local density approximation exchange correlation potential as implemented in the Vienna \textit{Ab initio} Simulation Package\textsuperscript{19,51} adopting the projector augmented wave approach\textsuperscript{57} to describe electron-ion interaction with \( 2s^22p^3 \) and \( 2s^22p^2 \) valence electron configurations for boron and carbon atoms, respectively. The plane wave basis set is constructed with an energy cutoff of 600 eV and the Brillouin zone is sampled under the Monkhorst-Pack scheme with a \( k \)-point resolution of 2 \( \pi \times 0.03 \text{ Å}^{-1} \), achieving an energy convergence around 1 meV per atom.

Constitution of twinned \( \text{B}_4 \) C. A twinned \( \text{B}_4 \) C crystal is constructed by cutting a slab from its single crystal along a selected crystal plane, which serves as the twin plane (TP), then placing the mirror image of the slab across the TP to form the twinned structure. There are, however, constraints imposed by symmetry and energy that guide the choice of the most proper TPs. For example, the (110) plane is a mirror-symmetry plane of single-crystal \( \text{B}_4 \) and thus cannot serve as a TP since the construction simply reproduces the original single crystal. On the other hand, the (111) plane can serve as a TP, but relative displacements are needed to match the matrix and twin part, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1a. Here, the TPs are the vertical bisectors of the CBC chains with the \( \text{B}_{11} \) cages located on both sides of the TPs. Further adjustments of carbon-atom positions are made to avoid the high-energy intra-cage \( \text{C}_2 \) atoms and inter-cage \( \text{C}_p-\text{C}_p \) bonds. Meanwhile, the (101) plane that goes through the center B atom on the CBC chain does not bisect the atomic chain, making it an improper TP choice; but the (101) plane that separates adjacent icosahedra and CBC chains can serve as a proper TP, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1b, where the equatorial-position planes or polar-position planes are not parallel to the TP. The structural adjustments relative to the single crystal introduced to achieve adequate bonding at the TP renders these twinned crystals to become less energetically favorable than the single crystal. The lowest energy twinned crystal is built with the TPs aligned in the (010) orientation as described in the main text of the paper. Here, the TPs traverse the \( \text{B}_{11} \) cages and divide them into equal halves without altering the CBC chains or breaking and rearranging bonds across the TPs, resulting in the most energetically favorable twinned \( \text{B}_4 \) C crystal structure.
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